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Our Values
We’re living in the forefront of a new era, and
we like what we’re seeing.
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We know that a little energy is all it takes to
get started. So let’s begin doing something
great together.
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Why Do We Need a Brand Book?

1

Branding &
Stewardship

Branding & Stewardship
A brand book offers staff a clear, concise road map for all internal and
external communications. It ensures all that we do stays “on brand.” Like
all brands, the RealTerm Energy brand is the integration of our history,
mission, values, culture and how we and others see the work that we do.
It’s our DNA. It’s who we are and what sets us apart.

Branding & Stewardship
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Giving Voice to Our Values

2
Key Marketing
Findings

Giving Voice to Our Values
Needed Marketing Transformations
Benefit Laddering Discussion
RealTerm Energy Tagline
Brand Pyramid

The Energy to do Great Things
We’re living in the forefront of a new era, and we like what we’re seeing.
Every day, new technologies are transforming our cities and improving
the way our communities interact - both with each other and with our
planet. These new solutions are enhancing efficiencies, reducing waste
and increasing transparency.
Can you feel it? We can. Because we’re on the ground everyday
putting them in place. We’re a team of engineers, designers and project
managers that are energized by the creation of new environmental
technology solutions, and putting them in the hands of utilities,
municipalities - and even whole regions of the country.
We know that a little energy is all it takes to get started. So let’s get
started doing something great together.
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Needed Marketing Transformations

Benefit Laddering Discussion

We conducted an extensive branding audit with Brandthropology Inc. The findings, below, were the result of
internal and external interviews and an extensive review of the competitive context we face. The key ways
we need to transform our marketing function are shown below.

We need to understand that our communications exist across a spectrum of functional and higher order
benefits. Some of our messaging will be very tactical/rational in nature. At other times we need to be more
inspirational and emotional. See the benefit ladder below. It maps out and shows the correct benefit area we
are focusing on.

Value proposition too
narrow

Value proposition needs to “skate to
where the puck will be”

Street Light Solutions
Provider

Smart City Solutions Provider

Staid institutional image,
staid chroma, staid fonts

Greater vibrancy and progressive feel,
underscoring both tech & eco benefits

• Better served citizens living
in a more sustainable planet

Messaging monolithically
voiced to a generically
conceived target audience

Messaging informed by, and modulated
to serve, an understanding of who we’re
talking to (target audience segmentation)

• Less waste and more savings

Narrative Pathways?

An aggregation of various
marketing elements that’s
grown over time
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Too lofty a promise to be
credible for a single, modestly
sized firm.

Well considered narrative pathways for
each of our target audiences that ‘opens
the sale’ through to ‘closing the sale’
A set of marketing materials reconceived & re-crafted to move prospects
methodically through the sales conversion
funnel

• Tech solutions that drive smarter,
more efficient governance
• City / Muni / Utility logistical
solutions

The right promise area; both
differentiating & credible. Yet
to own this, RealTerm Energy
must successfully deploy
solutions beyond just lighting.

Too generic a promise to
be differentiating.
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RealTerm Energy Tagline

Brand Pyramid

Our tagline trumpets our values. It’s all about what we’re looking to do and the unique people who do it.

The brand pyramid helps focus our communications efforts. It allows us to judge whether we’re staying
on track. It will help us when we develop new creative, or need to stay consistent in how we voice
ourselves. Note that this is a ‘desired’ end state, we must earn the right to be perceived in this way.

Re-frames the word ‘energy’ in your name towards a sense
of momentum (so we’ll be less ‘wed’ to a sector that we’re
moving beyond).

Our Tagline
An easy to digest summary of how we
add value to our customers

The
Energy to Do
Great Things

Key Reasons-to-Believe

The Energy to Do Great Things

Why should people believe we can do this?

Critical Support
What evidence can we show?

Inspires us and our prospects with a sense of
purpose; we’re utilizing language from your
‘one core truth’ exercise.

Inspired teams
creating new
& innovative
solutions..

LED lighting
solutions
SmartCity Apps
(Cognicity, HotLine,
etc.)

...from a
global firm
with deep roots
in municipal
logistics...

...that
empower
better served
citizens living
in a more
sustainable
planet.

A heritage steeped in
aviation logistics
Deployed across North
America, Asia and
beyond
Able to hire and retain the
best engineering talent
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Deploying the
latest technologies
to:
Inform better
governance
Safe energy & costs, all
while reducing waste
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Our Logo’s Evolution
RealTerm Energy’s logo, like the company itself, is evolving. A more modern, contemporary logo
helps embody “the energy to do great things” in RealTerm’s brand. This new identity is versatile and
capable of adapting to various implementation.

3

Before

Logo
Treatment

Our Logo’s Evolution
Logo Composition
Logo Variations
Logo - Dos & Don’ts
Logo - Preferred Placement

After
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Logo Composition

Logo Variations

Part of respecting a new logo is treating it consistently across media and materials. The colors should be true
to those listed below. Below is the behind the scenes look of how the logo is constructed and the colors used.
For the logo itself, always use the original art files to ensure consistency. See more on p.16.

Not all use cases are the same, which is why we’ve provided options that allow consistent treatments of the
logo, even when circumstances change. When color is limited, be sure to select the appropriate treatment.

Original Logo
Used by default in the majority
of situations

Font: Tactic Round

CMYK: 0/0/0/80
RGB: 51/51/51
HEX: 333333

CMYK: 96/68/34/17
RGB: 11/79/114
HEX: 0B4F72

CMYK: 0/0/0/50
RGB: 128/128/128
HEX: 808080

CMYK: 73/53/36/12
RGB: 82/105/126
HEX: 52697E

All Black Logo
Used for when there is minimal
color printing

Grey Logo
Used in unique situations
as appropriate

Avoid using any other colors other than what is specified on pg. 15
Reversed White Logo
Used when logo needs to be
represented on a colored background
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Logo - Dos & Don’ts

Logo - Preferred Placement

The RealTerm Energy logo should never be displayed over difficult colors or images. Do not add
dropshadows or other embellishments to the logo. Do not stretch it out or otherwise mistreat it.

The RealTerm logo should always have space to breathe. Don’t crowd the logo or display it on a background
or over images that impede its legibility.

Logo Treatment Examples - Do
The examples below show acceptable ways to use the logo.

XXXX

White logos on more simplistic
images are okay.

Logo Treatment Examples - Do Nots
The examples below show unacceptable ways to use the logo.

Avoid using complex images behind
the logo.

Avoid using bright colors behind the
full colored logo.

Avoid using drop shadow or other
effects with the logo.

XX XX

XX
XXXX

XX

Important: Be sure to allow space around the logo as shown above to prevent degradation of the logo or
confusion of the brand.

Avoid using any other color other
than what was specified on pg. 15
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Avoid distorting or stretching the
proportions of the logo.

Avoid changing the size of the
elements that make up the logo.

© 2019 RealTerm Energy
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Color Palette Considerations

4

A vibrant organization requires vibrant colors. This new color palette pushes the identity into a new
space — one that is contemporary, energized, professional and upbeat. The palette provides a hopeful
outlook in keeping with our brand values. Staying consistent with these colors provides a professional
look to all of our materials.

Color
Palette

Color Palette Considerations

CMYK: 86/38/38/6
RGB: 20/123/140
HEX: 147B8C

CMYK: 96/68/34/17
RGB: 11/79/114
HEX: 0B4F72

CMYK: 67/0/19/0
RGB: 85/188/183
HEX: 55BCB7

CMYK: 73/53/36/12
RGB: 82/105/126
HEX: 52697E

CMYK: 0/0/0/50
RGB: 128/128/128
HEX: 808080

CMYK: 0/0/0/80
RGB: 51/51/51
HEX: 333333

CMYK: 0/58/96/0
RGB: 245/135/39
HEX: F58727

CMYK: 4/6/92/0
RGB: 250/225/44
HEX: FAE12C

CMYK: 40/10/93/0
RGB: 167/190/68
HEX: A7BE44
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Typography - Headlines
Cabin should be used for headlines, as it allows them to stand out from body copy. We’ve identified fonts
that provide a clean, contemporary look to RealTerm’s communications. These choices help present the
organization in a contemporary, tech-savvy way.

5
Typography

Aa
Cabin Thin
Cabin Italic
Cabin Medium
Cabin Semibold
Cabin Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!#$%^&*()_+{}

Typography - Headlines
Typography - Body Copy
Typography - Numbers
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Typography - Body Copy

Typography - Numbers

Using Metropolis font provides a contemporary and clean look to our body copy, allowing it to be easily read
by all audiences.

To help our numbers stand out and be read quickly, the font Play, comes out to shine. It has a contemporary, energistic
feel that creates variety to our font selection. Play should only be used when we wish for numbers to stand out, such
as when we use statistics, phone numbers and charts. Please avoid using it in the body copy itself. See more use cases
on page 28.

Aa
Metropolis Light
Metropolis Light Italic
Metropolis Regular
Metropolis Semi Bold
Metropolis Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee
Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv
Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()_+{}
Sample Use Case:
This is a Sample Headline
in Order to Hold Space
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Curabitur
euismod, nisi ac fermentum ultrices,
odio mi eleifend arcu, nec iaculis felis
tortor sit amet erat. Donec pulvinar
sagittis tortor, eget ultricies erat
imperdiet id. Pellentesque habitant
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Aa
Play Regular

12345
67890
!@#$%^&*()_+{}

Sample Use Case:
morbi tristique senectus et netus et
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas.
Quisque a dapibus lectus, quis
ullamcorper lectus. Vestibulum elit
interdum tellus lacus, sed convallis
Diam ultrices a. Duis eu efficitur
enim. Phasellus interdum, neque
consectetur venenatis tempor, augue
sapien maximus ante, a scelerisque
massa libero in tortor.

50% -70%
Typical savings in
energy consumption

80%
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Design Equities - Map Graphic

6
Design
Equities

We have a design system that harnesses multiple elements to achieve a consistent, professional look.
We have created a ‘modern urban map graphic’ that can be used to symbolize how we are modernizing
traditional townscapes. When using this graphic on a dark background, we’ve found that muting the
contrast helps create the most successful images.

The white map has an opacity of 40%

The black map has an opacity of 60%

Map Graphic
The Rule of Thirds
Blue Stripes
Number Considerations
Other Design Equities

© 2019 RealTerm Energy
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Design Equities - The Rule of Thirds

Design Equities - Blue Stripes

We have developed a grid system, using the rule of thirds, to guide the placement of items on our pages.
Proportions are guided by the golden section, a ratio that has been used in Western art and architecture
for more than two thousand years.

We use bold stripes of aqua to provide way-faring guidance throughout our long form communications, such
as our proposals. These adhere to the rule of thirds, and feature the dark blue accent stripe, which provides
extra depth and interest.

Use of a dark blue bar provides accents
for photos and section headings, and
provides another element that binds the
overall design together.
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Design Equities - Number Considerations

Design Equities - Other Design Equities

We like showing statistics boldly because they underscore our commitment to improving urban use of
energy, and illustrate how we transform towns and cities. For a discussion of the font to use with the
numbers, see page 23.

Other design equities that round out the system are the use of the light gray highlight boxes, quotation
marks (for testimonials) and a specific font for use in section headings.

Municipal Savings

57%

43%

molestie sit amet ante sit
amet, tempus posuere ligula.
Nam eu nunc consequat.

Interested in
Learning More?

info@realtermenergy.com
realtermenergy.com
(866) 422-5200

molestie sit amet ante sit
amet, tempus posuere ligula.
Nam eu nunc consequat,
eleifend turpis sagittis, porta

We selected LAS’
Streetlight Program because
we were con dent that the
partners were in a position to
finish our project.

50% -70%
Typical savings in
energy consumption

80%

Maintenance
Reduction Costs

60%
Reduction in
Energy Consumption

80%
Maintenance
Reduction Costs

Barry Thompson
Manager of Energy Management

5
Design
Equities

Map Graphic
The Rule of Thirds
Blue Stripes
Number Considerations
Other Design Equities

The only exception is the use of a
bolder font for section headings, to
give appropriate weight.

50%
Savings in
Energy Costs
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Print Collateral - Stationery
Our stationery is straight-forward, clean and professional: just how we’d like to be perceived.

7
Print
Collateral
Stationery
One Sheets
Proposals
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Print Collateral - One Sheets
Marketing onesheets, like the examples below, allow us to convey information to various audiences in a
concise format. Photos and graphics help to tell the story.
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Print Collateral - Proposals
In our proposal decks, you can see all of the various design elements come together; the use of our colors,
our typography, the design grid, etc. It is critical to provide ‘air to breathe’ in these documents, which can
often become overly laden down with text.
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PowerPoint Template

8

The PowerPoint design is in keeping with the other branded identity elements and uses the same colors,
fonts and design elements used in other RealTerm materials (business cards, proposals, etc.). We’ve
designed a variety of master slides that help keep the overall design elements consistent but allow for
flexibility for the addition of text, photos, charts, etc. The greatest challenge when creating effective
PowerPoint slides is to not overcrowd and over clutter content on the page. Please notice how much white
space / room these sample slides provide for the content on each page.

PowerPoint
Presentation
PowerPoint Template
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The Energy to do Great Things
info@realtermenergy.com
realtermenergy.com
(866) 422-5200
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